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Abstract
Advancements in surface engineering and material fabrication techniques have enabled the
creation and replication of naturally occurring surface topographies or the extrapolation of
natural patterns to become achievable targets. Polymers are used extensively in the field of
biomedical sciences for containment, handling, and as cell culture substrates. It is well
established that several polymers exhibit good biocompatibility for cell culture, with
properties that include exhibiting minimal to no cytotoxicity and being sufficiently
hydrophilic to facilitate cell adhesion. However, when using biologically representative
materials, there is always a challenge of achieving tissue representative surface topography
and architecture. Wrinkles in human skin represent a considerably common surface
topography, resulting from aging and maturity of the tissue. Inspired by this natural
topography, the present review article discusses the various techniques for generating
wrinkle-like patterns on the polymer surfaces, along with their potential biomedical
applications. Wrinkling as material science and as a physical concept has been explored only
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during the last century. The transfer of the knowledge related to wrinkling from hard
engineering materials to soft elastomers has resulted in the development of an active
research field, although it remains in its infancy in terms of application in biomedical science
and engineering. It is suggested that wrinkling of polymers, particularly elastomers, would
have numerous applications, ranging from tissue modeling in drug and therapy design to in
vitro organogenesis for therapeutic explants in the field of regenerative medicine.
Keywords
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1. Introduction
The use of polymers in an engineering setting has gained momentum during the past century,
from niche applications, such as the use of poly (methyl-methacrylate) in aircraft cockpits, to the
prevalence of polymers as a dominant material used in everyday life, such as containing our food
or as implant materials for medical applications, etc. Table 1 lists the examples of polymers used in
research and industry. Bulk properties of the polymer material, including the mechanical
properties, cross-linking density, solubility, chemical groups, and hydrophilicity, determine the
application of the material. On the other hand, different surface properties of the polymer
material, such as roughness, morphology, charge, chemical composition, surface energy, and
wettability, influence the interactions of the material with its surrounding environment. Alteration
in the surface topography of a material is a cost-effective approach to enhance the required
interaction between the material and its surroundings.
It is possible to create synthetic topographies using various engineering methods. These
topographies include dots, pillars, grooves, brushes, and etched and molded micro-patterning of a
substrate surface. While a great variation may be achieved in patterning, for example in terms of
depth, the materials and methodologies used to achieve these topographies have one thing in
common, i.e., they are rarely truly biomimetic owing to their high regularity, unnatural form, and
immobility, which causes the cells to merely align over or through these substrates. Although such
applications have added great value to the understanding of mechanobiology *1+ and cell
migration *2+, both of which have substantial applications in regenerative medicine conceptually,
they do not facilitate modeling of a truly biomimetic tissue or a viable tissue engineering method
providing transplantable regenerative tissue explants.
Applications of polymers in the generation of microscale and nanoscale topographies are
diverse. Wrinkled topography has attracted great attention in the past decade. Wrinkles and
similar undulating morphology are widely present throughout the natural world, across various
organisms, organ systems, and natural physical structures. Wrinkled topography is found in skin,
intestine, plant stem endodermis, upper hyphae of lichens, etc. Wrinkled structures serve multiple
purposes, and include exchange surfaces such as the intestinal epithelium and lung alveolar
epithelium, barriers such as skin and similar membrane organs, and those providing containment
and transport such as vascular tissues.
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Table 1 Uses of polymers across different industries and fields of research featuring both historic and current application.
Polymer

Type

Use

Industry / field

Date

Polyvinylpyrrolidone
(PVP)

High MW Solid

Isolation through binding low Mw molecules

Pharmaceutical + Food

1985 [3]

Excipient, adhesive, coating, wound dressing, films

Multi industrial;
pharmaceutical, cosmetic,
construction, fabrication and medical.

2004 [4]
2009 [5]

Scaffold production, 3D print-able and electrospun

Regenerative medicine, tissue
engineering

2018 [6]
2019 [7]

Cell culture membrane substrate / electrospun
scaffold

Regenerative medicine, tissue
engineering

2018 [8]
2019 [9]

Radio-sensitive dosimeter with tissue equivalence

Medical – radiotherapy

2019 [10]

Global general use plastics,
commercial, manufacturing, tissue
engineering and
Cell Biology

1996 [11]
1999 [12]
2014 [13]

Cell biology, regenerative medicine,
medical devices, power sector and
manufacturing

2005 [14]
2011 [15]
2019 [16]

Poly(ethylene oxide)
(PEO)
Polycaprolactone
(PCL)
And its composites
Poly(lactic co-glycolic acid)
(PLGA)
N-(isobutoxymethyl)acrylamide
(NIBAGAT)
Poly(ethylene terephthalate)
(PET)
Poly(ethylene
terephthalate)glycol
(PETG)
Polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS)
Poly(glycerol sebacate)
(PGS)
Polypyrrole
(PP)

High Mw
Solid
Biomaterial
Variable Mw
Solid
Biomaterial
Biomaterial
solid
Polymer Gel
Solid
Biodegradable
Biocomaptible

Elastic silicon
rubber solid
Biomaterial

PET: strain crystalisation for production of general /
disposable plastic consumables and containers
applications
PETG: thermoformation of clear panels
Both have been used in cell culture applications
Modelling weather resistant electrical insulation for
outdoor applications
Hydrophobic Sealant
Elastic substrate for the generation of micro/nano
topographies in cell culture

Elastic Solid

Elastic scaffold for bone regeneration

Elastic coating

Wrinkle generation for cell studies

Regenerative medicine, tissue
engineering
Tissue engineering
Substrate synthesis

Reference

2013 [17]
2015 [18]
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Wrinkles are included within the purview of engineered topographies. Engineered topographies
have the greatest capacity for structural spontaneity, as evidenced by the production of “bioinspired” wrinkled poly (terafluoroethylene) (PTFE) membranes *19+, implying that it is possible to
engineer the naturally representative structures. In addition, wrinkles are a continuous waveform
structure, and therefore, have a tunable quality. It is possible to completely alter a surface through
wrinkling in a manner that would model certain biological conditions and the alterations thereof,
such as the application of cosmetic products and treatments.
Wrinkling of a material is a physical phenomenon, while the undulation of a surface is a result of
the compression of a surface and the bulk which have distinctly different Young’s moduli. The
requirement for undulation is that the surface must be far stiffer than the bulk in order to facilitate
the sinusoidal buckling of the surface into the substrate, as outlined in a study conducted with stiff
polymer films adhered to elastomeric polymer bulks *20+. The bulk should be sufficiently soft so
that it allows the deformation arising from the undulating upper layer without flattening into a
bulge. There are multiple characterizations of wrinkles available in different contexts, ranging from
the mechanical determination of the impact of age on the wrinkling of skin *21+ to the physical
deformation of materials in engineering applications such as space telescope designing *22+. The
requirements for wrinkling stated earlier in the present report are a commonality among these
different contexts and applications of this phenomenon, and may, therefore, be exploited to create
a tunable topography for both engineering and biomedical applications; an example of such an
application is the generation of wrinkles in cured hydrogel scaffolds which are tunable under fine
control *23+. The generation of wrinkled polymer surfaces has already been reviewed extensively,
with the appreciation of the causation of wrinkling such as material instability and the comparison
of the different methods of achieving this phenomenon *24+. Furthermore, control of wrinkling
patterns and the comparison of these methods through changes in materials and generation
conditions have also been reviewed in relation to applications in metrology *25+. On the basis of
these reviews, it may be stated that the material aspects of this field have been established
substantially, providing a suitable basis for the subsequent application of this phenomenon in the
biomedical fields.
The use of wrinkles in a biomedical application does not just involve achieving a wrinkled
substrate and applying cells on the top of it. In order to maintain relevance, the wrinkled
topography must be biomimetic in its morphology and the material used must be biocompatible.
This inherently presents certain challenges to the traditionally easily wrinkled applications, such as
the application of fine metal films to elastomers *26+, which is simply unsuitable for the majority of
the cell cultures, particularly for stem cells and human cell cultures in which material
biocompatibilities must be considered meticulously. The context of biomimetic wrinkles refers to
the morphology and the magnitude of the wrinkles, and the wrinkles for each type of cell culture
must be representative of the tissue that is being modeled; for example, the amplitude of
undulation for an intestinal crypt would be greater than that of a stem cell niche in the upper
respiratory tract *27, 28+. In terms of biocompatibility, the material must be functionalized in a
manner that facilitates cell adherence, prevents cytotoxicity, and does not interfere with cell
signaling. In tissue engineering, such materials may be specific for each cell because different cell
types have different culture requirements, ranging from media composition to the substrate used.
This is evidenced by the demonstration of material-guided differentiation in a previous study, in
which modification of the substrate resulted in influencing the osteogenic differentiation of
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mesenchymal cells *29+. In this context, patterning of polymers and their biocompatibility has
already been reviewed, and it is appreciated that micro-patterning and nano-patterning increase
the biocompatibility of polymers through the replication of the extracellular matrix. Multiple
polymer preparations, including wrinkled polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), have been compared
previously, and it was concluded that the choice of material and substrate topography determines
the extent of biomimetic behavior in an in vitro system, which is vital to the development of
advanced biomedical applications *30+.
2. A Brief History of Wrinkling
Wrinkling as a material science and as a physical concept has been explored only during the last
century. The origins of this field are believed to be in the early development of aerospace
technologies, with the earliest publications originating from the military research reports
concerning the examination of the failure points in the military airplanes in the 1930s *31+. It was
within this period that a linear model for the prediction and characterization of the material bulk
during the process of wrinkling was proposed *32+. However, it was not until much later (1969)
that a derivation of this work leads to the development of a predictive model that was able to
predict the wrinkle wavelength from Young’s moduli of the film and the substrate *33+. This
research formed the basis for the analysis and the development of the understanding of the
mechanics underlying sheet metal buckling in manufacturing, particularly in the context of aircraft
parts manufacturing. In addition, this research began illustrating relationships among elasticity,
stress-strain behaviors, and their subsequent failure patterns, including wrinkling, formulating
them together into what was referred to as the “elastic theory” *34+. Downstream of these
research applications which were derived exclusively from industry, further research was
conducted regarding the phenomenon of wrinkling, particularly on the characterization of the
presentation of deformations and their correlation to waveform patterns. Consequently, the
dimensions of the substrates being used began evolving, and the utilization of membranes
commenced. An example of such a study is the one that involved the determination of the
kinematics of non-linear wrinkles in order to quantify the extent of wrinkling in a membrane *35+.
Later, further sophisticated models were generated for composite materials, which incorporated
thermal and elastic constant predictions *36+ and computation of the modified adapted Dynamic
Relaxation method to resolve the non-linear problems in regard to the bending and wrinkling of
circular plates, marking the introduction of in silico modeling in material engineering in the context
of wrinkling *37+. This evolution in the investigation and characterization led to the recent
applications, in which wrinkled materials were implemented rather than being investigated. Until
the late 1990s, linear models proposed by Biot and Allen had been accepted as the accurate
representations of wrinkling behavior. However, using the neo-Hookean model, it was determined
that the non-linear model was more accurate *38+. Later research work using the Gent model
further demonstrated the transformation of this non-linear model to be more representative of
the wrinkled-bilayer system, with the consideration of pre-straining of the film *39+. Examples of
the recent applications of wrinkled polymers (discussed later in the report) include smart
components in solar energy harvesting *40+, alignment of semiconductor nanowires for nanoscale
electronics *41+, and currently, biomedical applications.
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3. Techniques for Generating Wrinkles on Polymer Surfaces
Over the past few decades, researchers have demonstrated that wrinkles may be formed
through a two-layer system, where a layer of “hard” skin tightly sits above an elastic substrate layer
such as PDMS. If the volume of the bulk changes, either internally or externally, the hard skin
would be deformed in order to release this compressive stress, forming wrinkles. The specific
methods to form such wrinkles are as follows: (1) Depositing a thin metal film on the top of a
heated elastic substrate such as PDMS, followed by cooling the whole system *23+, (2) Plasmaoxidizing the top of heated PDMS, followed by cooling *42+, and (3) Exposing stretched PDMS to
ultraviolet/ozone (UVO), and subsequently releasing it *43, 44+. If the two-layer system is
homogenous and no extra forces or patterns exist, the compressive stress in the skin would be
distributed isotropically and the wrinkles would form disordered “zig-zag” patterns (Figure 1) *2+.
When the disordered wrinkles are zoomed-in, locally ordered wrinkles with specific
wavelengths and amplitudes may be observed. The creation of 3D topographies, such as stages
and posts, allows the wrinkles to be ordered, as discussed ahead in the report. It was discovered
that the wrinkling pattern formed is memorable, and therefore, may reform if the compressive
stress is released and created again *45+. In addition to wrinkles, defects and cracks may be formed
when the pre-stretched bulk is released, although this effect may be reduced by controlling the
releasing rate *43+. The section ahead describes the robust ways of generating wrinkled
topography. The majority of these methods generate static wrinkling. However, they do possess
the potential to produce dynamically tunable properties.

Figure 1 The “zig-zag” wrinkle pattern formed when the compressive stress in the skin
is isotropically distributed. Reproduced from an earlier report *42+ with the permission
of AIP Publishing.
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3.1 Oxidative Plasma
Wrinkle generation using oxidative plasma treatment follows an established protocol, which
involves pre-stretching the substrate prior to the treatment, followed by relaxation to generate
wrinkles *46, 47+. This method generates a pseudo-dynamic wrinkle topography in which the
periodicity of the wrinkles is tunable from the generation of wrinkles in the “relaxed state” of
substrate straining to the wrinkles flattening upon the substrate stretching to the treatment strain.
Oxidative plasma enables the achievement of the desired modulus differential through the
formation of additional covalent cross-linking throughout the upper surface by the addition of O−
to form siloxyl groups with the excited-state oxygen species of the plasma *48, 49+. This increased
oxygen-mediated cross-linking increases the surface stiffness. The oxidative plasma method, which
clearly relies on the excited oxygen atoms, cannot penetrate deep into the substrate, with a
reported maximum oxidized upper layer thickness of 131 nm *46+, and therefore, provides a
distinct boundary for the modulus difference to create the wrinkles.
3.2 Visible Light Irradiation
Visible light irradiation utilizes a patterning mechanism inherently inverse to UV treatment as
for the materials concerned, visible light is sufficient to induce a reduction in the stiffness, causing
a relaxation in the wrinkle waveform, i.e., increasing the wavelength. In this method, a laser is
employed to deploy collimated light, ensuring an even treatment across the surface area being
targeted. This approach may be used to create a high-fidelity hierarchical wrinkled structure with a
high degree of order of wrinkles *50, 51+.
3.3 Thermal Wrinkling
Thermal wrinkling is based on the principle of an increase in the length of metal with the
application of heat. This principle applies, prior to being cooled, to an elastomeric substrate, which
yields to a certain degree in the direction of contraction when cooled. Following the general
principle, the strain and the associated forces are applied upon both stiff metal surface film and
elastic bulk *52+. Alternatively, it is possible to achieve the reverse of this process; as demonstrated
with the impregnation of gold nanoparticles into polystyrene, it is possible to achieve wrinkling
through an increase in temperature *53+. The advantage of this process over the other ones
concerned is that it provides a potentially “contactless” method for substrate wrinkling
modulation, as this method may be applied through the use of technology such as laser pulses to
heat up the metal films post adhesion, followed by cooling to stretch or relax the system,
depending on the surface on which the treatment is being applied *54+.
3.4 Wet Surface Chemistry
Aside from the “dry methods”, there are a small number of wet methods (which are
uncommon) to achieve wrinkling in polymers. Wet-surface chemical treatment refers to the
chemical mediated oxidation of the uppermost surface of a material, leading to its wrinkling. An
example of the application of this method is the wrinkling of PDMS microspheres achieved using
acid-mediated oxidation. The method was able to achieve labyrinth-like wrinkles over the entire
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surface of the microspheres. It is proposed that microscale substrates may have exciting potential
in tumor modeling, organoid production, and micro-carrier (both genetic and drug) applications,
where 3-D engineering is required in a fluid environment. However, the microsphere method is not
directly translatable to flat and macro-undulating surfaces, and further demonstration is required to
determine the reliability of this method in terms of wrinkle generation in culture substrates *55+.
3.5 Gel Swelling
Another “wet method” for achieving the wrinkling of the surface of polymers is the use of the
swelling technique. This technique, in relevance to cell culture, is primarily applied to polymer gels
coated with a stiff upper membrane. A solvent is used to increase the volume of the bulk, while
the upper membrane remains constrained, which creates the required strain across the
surface/bulk modulus differential. An example of the application of this method was the
establishment of wrinkle topography through the seeding of the cells themselves upon the gel; the
swelling of the gel served as a tuning mechanism that modulated the magnitude of the wrinkles
formed *23+. Another previous study that utilized gel swelling involved the application of a
polypyrrole coating on swollen PDMS, which was subsequently de-swollen to form a biaxial
wrinkled pattern *56+. Owing to the stiffness of the bulk (due to 1:10 PDMS), the strain forces
applied to the surface were better considered a biaxial stretch to compression upon de-swelling.
This method, when compared to hydrogel swelling, results in a difference in the force distribution,
presenting a 3-Dimensional direction of distention upon swelling with the solvent.
3.6 Coatings
Several studies have employed coatings in order to generate a definitive difference in material
stiffness between the surface and the bulk. The examples include the use of a thin film coating of
gold on PDMS and a thin graphene layer on PDMS *26+. The benefit of using coatings is that it is
relatively simple to achieve a homogenous thin layer of the order of nanometers using methods
such as sputtering and the other similar deposition methods. The examples include the sputter
coating of gold over liquid crystal polymer films *18+ and the sputter coating of silver and gold on
poly-L-lactic acid *57+; in both these examples, the system was subjected to deformations to
achieve a wrinkled substrate (the former achieved with photo-isomerization and the latter with
thermal stress). The sputtering methods also facilitate the ability to scale up the manufacture
processes, as similar procedures are already performed on a large scale in industries such as the
automotive industry *58+. However, despite their biocompatibility, the use of metals and graphene
in cell culture for the generation of wrinkles raises challenges in the study of cell migration, since
metals do not facilitate the biomimetic cell adhesion without substantial additional coating. The
use of biocompatible polymeric coatings generally requires using adhesives (because of which this
method could be considered a “semi-wet” treatment method) or thermal sintering for achieving
adhesion, which in long-term cell cultures proves to be difficult to handle and to achieve sufficient
difference in surface to bulk moduli (owing to the formation of a modulus gradient), rendering this
approach much less favorable compared to the other approaches.
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4. Elastomers in Wrinkling: The Materials of Choice
As stated earlier, polydimethylsiloxane, PDMS is an elastomeric polymer with the chemical
structure of (HO-*-Si(CH3)2-O+-H)n which may be further cross-linked through oxidative cross-linking
between the silicon and oxygen atoms present in neighboring polymer fibers *49, 59+. PDMS
possesses a multitude of desirable and also tunable properties which may be attained both during
the production of this polymer and during the treatment of the polymer post-production. Among
these properties; variable hydrophobicity, total biocompatibility in cell culture, and variable
stiffness *60, 61+ are of particular interest in the designing of cell culture systems, as they enable
the generation of biomimetic topographies which are representative of the target tissue across
various tissue types, particularly the soft tissues and the surface (both epithelial and endothelial)
tissues. The examples of tissue replication using defined substrate topography and elastomers
include the layered parylene/PDMS approach to intestine replication *62+, smooth muscle micropatterning of versaflex thermoplastic elastomer for smooth muscle culture which also has
potential vascular applications *63+, and electrospun elastic composite scaffolds for cardiac patch
creation *64+. Although different tissues have different functions, such as the absorptive function
of the intestine, the barrier function of the skin, the semi-permeable nature of the vasculature, or
the contractile function of myocardium, they all require a certain degree of elasticity in order to
function and exist without sustaining an injury. Therefore, in designing a truly biologically
representative culture system, an elastic substrate is the fundamental necessity, as surface
elasticity is required to properly activate the adhesion proteins and naturally stimulate the
cytoskeleton *65+.
It is these functional qualities, alongside the practical considerations, that enable a simple
elastomer such as PDMS to be an attractive candidate for the choice of substrate and scaffold
production material in tissue culture applications. PDMS has a widely variable modulus that varies
on the basis of the ratio of curing agent to elastomer mix (Table 2) and is simple to prepare using a
well-established protocol. In comparison to other more complex elastomers (Table 3), PDMS has its
clear advantages, although it should not be neglected that these preparations have their niche
purposes, particularly in terms of their functionalization which is specific to their target cell/tissue
type. An example of this would be the POSS/PCL/graphene conductive nanocomposite, which
exhibits neural-specific biocompatibility and may be employed in neural tissue engineering and
neurosurgical applications *66+. In its pristine state, PDMS is hydrophobic, inherently presenting a
significant obstacle for cell culture *67+. However, a plethora of “treatments” are available which
when applied to PDMS, enable achieving better hydrophilicity, and consequently, better cell
adhesion; examples of such treatments include protein adhesion *68+, plasma oxidation *67+, ultraviolet light-mediated oxidation *69+, and thin-film depositions *70+. Furthermore, a few of these
treatments may be exploited to achieve, in addition to just better biocompatibility for cell culture,
the generation of the required topography for the cell culture, wrinkles in particular.
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Table 2 Properties of biocompatible polymers utilised biological applications.
Material
Poly(urethane)urea – polyhedral oligomeric
silsequioxane nanohybrid
Polyurethane co-polymerised with varying
ratios thereof with; poly(ε-caprolactone)
and 4,4’-diphenylmethane diisocyanate.
Extended further with varying ratios
thereof with; chitin, 1,4 butane diol
Polyurethane
Poly(1,8-octanediol-co-citric acid)

Tensile Strength

Youngs’ Modulus

Hydrophobicity relative to
cell attachment

Reference

Not reported

0.80-0.1MPa

Hydrophobic, requires preincubation with medium

[71]

5.1 – 11.6 MPa

Not reported
5 – 63.6 MPa

Hydrophilic
Hydrophobic

[72]
[73]

2.93±0.09 – 11.15±2.62
MPa

1.6±0.05 – 13.98±3.05
MPa

Hydrophilic

[15]

Hydrophobic, required
heating with culture media

[73]

Poly(methylhydrosiloxane), modified with
4-Methoxyphenyl 4-(2-butenyloxy)benzoate Not reported
and 1,4-di(10-undecenyloxy)benzene
Poly(ester urethane)urea
8.5±1.8 MPa
Polydimethylsiloxane
Stiffness variants;
Not reported
(Elastomer to curing agent)

2.8±1.1 MPa
2.1±0.1MPa (10:1)
1.02±0.1MPa (20:1)
240±19Kpa (40:1)
0.81±0.1 – 43.24±2.54
MPa with increased
Chitin nanocrystal
incorporation

Poly(caprolactone-diol citrate)/Chitin
nanocrystal composite

Not reported

PLGA

27.5±4.8 MPa

629.3±77.4 MPa

PET

Not reported

1-3 GPa

Hydrophilic
Hydrophobic, can be treated
in a variety of methods to
facilitate cell attachment

[74]

Hydrophilic

[75]

Hydrophobic
Weakly Hydrophilic

[76]
[77]
[78]
[79]

[60]
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Table 3 Summary of current studies using Elastomeric polymers within the scope of regenerative medicine.
Application
Films for the replication of urethra epithelium in
modelling integrin binding
Conductive polymers in creating cell scaffolds for 3D
culture with electrochemical sensing
Cardiac tissue chips for disease modelling
Liquid crystal elastomer for dynamic cell culture

Polymer(s)
Poly-(R)-3-hydroxybutyrate and Poly-(L)-lactic acid with incorporation of
Hyaluronan, Amylose and Collagen
Polydimethylsiloxane coated with poly(3,4,ethylenedioxythiophene) modified
with platinum nanoparticles
Polydimethylsiloxane in agarose mould with fibrin encapsulated cells
Poly(methylhydrosiloxane), modified with 4-Methoxyphenyl 4-(2butenyloxy)benzoate and 1,4-di(10-undecenyloxy)benzene

Date

Reference

2019

[80]

2019

[81]

2019

[82]

2014

[83]

Porous scaffolds in biocompatibility analysis of novel
elastomer preparation

Poly(1,8-octanediol-co-citric acid)

2004
2004

[84]
[73]

Novel film preparation for fibroblast cell culture –
biocompatibility study

Polyurethane co-polymerised with varying ratios thereof with; poly(εcaprylactone) and 4,4’-diphenylmethane diisocyanate. Extended further with
varying ratios thereof with; chitin, 1,4 butane diol

2009

[72]

Poly(ester urethane)urea (PEUU)

2006

[85]

Poly(caprolactone-diol citrate) chitin nano crystal composite

2019

[75]

Poly(urethane)urea – polyhedral oligomeric silsequioxane nanohybrid
(PUU/POSS)

2018

[71]

Layered Parylene and PDMS

2016

[62]

2012

[64]

2019

[66]

Electrosprayed smooth muscle cells with electrospun
PEUU fibres for elastic tissue replication
Biodegradable elastomer composite for cell scaffold
engineering
Scaffold fabrication for chondrogenic and osteogenic
differentiation of human mesenchymal stem cells
Casting of decellularized intestine tissue to replicate
intestinal crypt morphology
Electrospun Elastic cardiac patch creation
Electrically conductive, neural specific, material for
neuronal tissue engineering / neurosurgery

Poly(1,8-octanediol-cocitrate) and Poly(l-lactic-acid-co-caprolactone)
composite
Polyhedral oligomeric silsequioxane polycaprolactone copolymer and
graphene nanocomposite (POSS/PCL/Graphene)
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5. Patterning the Wrinkles
Optimizing the wrinkled topography is the first step. However, for practical applications,
obtaining the required morphology of the wrinkles is the next necessary consideration. A common
technique for the induction of desired topographies is patterning. Various wrinkling patterns have
been generated by changing the compressive stress in various directions through the film. This
change in the compressive stress in different directions may be brought about by using embedded
stages/posts or through the application of external force *24, 42, 86+. Variable wrinkle patterns
may be achieved through the use of discrete alternating regions with varied modulus within a film,
resulting in separate regions having different wrinkling patterns on the same film. Alternatively,
gradient approaches to vary the modulus of the film may be used to modify the wavelength of the
generated wrinkles continuously *86, 87+. Figure 2 depicts the manifestations of both of these
approaches.

Figure 2 Illustrations of gradient controlled wrinkling patterns. Left, alternating regions
of elastomeric skin at different moduli manifested in different wrinkling patterns
propagating in different directions *68+. Right, using a gradient of surface modulus to
continuously change the wavelength of uniaxial wrinkles formed *69+.
The wrinkle patterns may generally be explained by creating “relief” structures that are able to
decrease the compressive stress of the skin in a certain direction. The wrinkling direction is always
in parallel to the direction with larger compressive stress. For instance, if stages are created along
the x-axis, the compressive stress along the y-axis rather than the x-axis would be reduced because
of being disconnected in the skin. Therefore, the compressive stress would be larger in the lateral
direction than that vertically, leading to the propagation of wrinkle waveforms perpendicular to
the created stages *24+. Furthermore, it was discovered that when circular depression is created,
wrinkles would form herringbone patterns *52+. The whole pattern may be explained by achieving
the lowest elastic energy. Recently, further sophisticated methods have been developed to tune
and even erase the wrinkles using photo-isomerization *50+ or by combining light irradiation with a
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multi-layered system to modify the wrinkles *51+. However, all the patterning methods may be
explained by a change in the compressive force in a certain direction in order to direct the
wrinkles. Since light irradiation allows strict control, rapid application, and possible modulation of
the wrinkles prior to and after treatment, the future techniques for modulating wrinkles may rely
more on light irradiation to modify the molecular structures of the different layers, rather than on
using heat or surface stages/posts which are time-consuming and expensive.
It is possible to generate various types of wrinkling patterns using patterning with increasing
complexity. Uniaxial wrinkles refer to the wrinkling pattern generated from a uniaxial strain.
Current methods use uniaxially pre-strained PDMS with a surface modification such as a thin
coating of gold applied on the surface, which is subsequently relaxed, as depicted in Figure 3A *88+.
The wrinkles are generated along the direction of propagation of the waveform, parallel to the
direction of the initially applied strain. Such uniaxial waveforms have found a role in the
enhancement of nanoscale fluorescence sensing *89+ as an indirect biotechnological application, in
addition to being applied as potential culture substrate topography. Biaxial wrinkling is achieved
through the deformation of the substrate in two dimensions. Depicted in Figure 3B, the relaxation
of biaxially strained sheets of oxidative plasma-treated PDMS, from which herringbone-like
wrinkles were generated, is a particularly good example of generating ordered biaxial topography
which does not manifest in a random crumpled arrangement *90+. Radially oriented wrinkles
concentrically radiate out from a central point. Such wrinkles may be generated through the
application of vapor sorption swelling on polystyrene/silicon wafer composite fine films, which
results in the formation of various types of radial wrinkling patterns depending on the UVO
exposure (Figure 3C and Figure 3D) *91+. Later, the use of a novel conical UVO-distribution
apparatus resulted in the production of concentric wrinkles on PDMS (with radial–biaxial wrinkles
at the center) *92+. The radial–biaxial patterns are the superposing of biaxial wrinkles (in horizontal
plane) with radial direction (originating from a central point). These patterns arise from the
inflation of the shells that are coated with a polymer solution, which is subsequently allowed to
cure on the inflated surface. When the shell is relaxed, biaxial wrinkling patterns are achieved *93+.
Guided pseudo-random, such structures present a randomized appearance, although having a
predetermined wrinkle path formation. In a previous study, these formations used guide paths
formed through photomasking to facilitate the wrinkle formation in order to produce “mazes” in
trimethylolpropane ethoxylate triacrylate and 3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl acrylate polymer *94+.
The phenomenon of wrinkling discussed above encompassed the generation of only single
order wrinkles. It is indeed possible to generate wrinkling patterns incorporating multiple
magnitudes of wrinkles into a superstructure, and this phenomenon is termed hierarchical
patterning of wrinkles. If the force on pre-stretched and UVO-treated PDMS is released slowly, a
hierarchical pattern of wrinkles is observed to be generated. This patterning involves the formation
of wrinkles with small wavelength (of the order of a few nanometers) initially, followed by the
generation of wrinkles with larger wavelengths, which nest within the first set of generated
wrinkles to produce a hierarchical pattern (refer to Figure 3E) *43+. Such patterns are replicated for
five generations. Efimenko and co-workers explained this phenomenon by introducing an
amplitude saturation effect, according to which the wrinkles prefer to scale-up forming a larger
wavelength rather than continue folding. These complex wrinkle patterns promote a promising
application of this interesting phenomenon: separation of particles of different sizes using the
nested different wavelengths of wrinkles *43+.
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Figure 3 Illustrations of wrinkling patterns. A) Uniaxial wrinkles *88+; B) Biaxial
herringbone pattern *90+; C) Radially concentric pattern *91+; D) Spoked radial pattern
*91+ and E) the hierarchal pattern with smaller waveforms nested within the larger
wrinkles *43+.
6. Characterization and Prediction of Wrinkle Pattern
Characterization of wrinkled materials is often performed using microscopy, particularly the
scanning electron microscopy, as used in the characterization of wrinkled CuS (NIPAM-coAA)
microspheres *95+ in which the generated wrinkles were of the order of hundreds of micrometers.
Such methods facilitate the measurement of the basic dimensions required for mathematical
modeling. Subsequent to obtaining these basic dimensional measurements, determination of
mechanical properties of the materials (including moduli and strain parameters) used is required,
which is achieved using conventional methods which include mechanical load testing methods
such as nano-indentation *96+ and atomic force microscopy *97+. The principle underlying the
generation of wrinkles is that the stiffness/Young’s modulus of the surface layer must be far
greater than that of the bulk substrate on which this layer is placed. If classical beam theory is used
for describing the deflection of the surface layer and the bulk substrate is modeled as a linearly
elastic and isotropic half-space, then the stiffness of the substrate is inversely proportional to the
wavelength of the wrinkles *32+, and as a consequence of the balance between the layer preferring
large wavelength and the substrate preferring small wavelength *33+, the critical wavelength λ is
expressed as:
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̅
(
)
̅

⁄

where h represents the layer thickness, and E ̄s and E ̄f represent the plane-strain Young’s
moduli for the layer and the bulk substrate, respectively *39, 93+. These moduli are related to the
3D Young’s moduli Es and Ef according to the equations Ēs = Es/(1–νs2) and Ēf = Ef/(1–νf2), where νs
and νf denote the corresponding Poisson’s ratios. It is noteworthy that the above-stated formula is
only the leading-order approximation which is valid when the modulus ratio Ē s/Ēf is large and the
non-linearity of the material, as well as the possible large deformation of the substrate, is
neglected. If required, formulae having greater precision may be derived using the exact theory of
non-linear elasticity *38, 39+. When wrinkles are allowed to develop in both the directions
perpendicular to the thickness of the layer, various patterns may appear depending on the
material properties and on how the film/substrate structure is loaded *98-100+. The above-stated
formula may be used as a predictor function which could be further incorporated into a predictive
model, as discussed later in the present report. As previously discussed, several methods for
achieving the desired ratio of stiffness are available. Although these methods follow completely
different approaches, they all produce a common end result, i.e., the stiffening of the surface layer.
When the difference in the stiffness between the surface and the bulk has been established, the
body deforms inward. As discussed earlier, the method of deformation and the number of
dimensions within the manipulations affect the wrinkling pattern in accordance with the method
of surface modification. These parameters, therefore, form a defined set of conditions and
considerations for the generation of biocompatible wrinkles (see Table 3 for a list of
polymers/elastomers which may be used for polymeric wrinkling and the moduli thereof).
According to the above-stated formula, the wavelength of the wrinkles is dependent on the
mechanical properties of the layer and the substrate; the greater the stiffness ratio Ē s/Ēf, the larger
is the wavelength. At given mechanical properties of the layer and the substrate, the wavelength
would be proportional to the thickness of the skin. These deductions are consistent with the
experimental results reported in a previous study *42+, in which the wavelength and the amplitude
of the wrinkles increased as the duration of plasma treatment increased because the longer
duration of plasma treatment caused thickening and an increase in Young’s modulus of the skin.
However, the wavelength of the wrinkles is independent of the heating temperatures because of
the changing compressive stress in the skin, which implies that the wavelength depends only on
the inner properties of the system. On the contrary, the amplitude of the wrinkles increased with
increasing heating temperature, implying higher compressive stress. Therefore, modulating the
mechanical properties of materials enables the generation of wrinkles with desired wavelengths
and amplitudes artificially for various applications.
Rearranging the above-stated formula, the following expression for Young’s modulus of the skin
is obtained:
(

)

The Young’s modulus of an extremely thin film, which is difficult to measure using traditional
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methods, may be calculated with the aid of the above-stated formula *101, 102+.
In the context of the human skin which rests on a shallow elastic substrate, the stiffness of the
substrate is proportional to the wavelength squared, and consequently, the critical wavelength is
expressed as follows:
⁄
⁄

( )

where h, Hf, Es, and Ef represent the thickness of the epidermis, the thickness of the dermis,
Young’s modulus of the epidermis, and Young’s modulus of the dermis, respectively *103+. In aged
skin, there are fewer and larger wrinkles compared to young skin, which may be explained by the
above-stated equation, as the modulus of the upper layer of the skin would become larger as the
age increases, leading to the larger wavelength of the wrinkles *104+. According to this equation,
changes in Young’s modulus of the epidermis caused by certain cosmetics may change the
appearance of the skin. However, further research is required to determine the exact changes that
would occur, since the structure of the human skin does not resemble the two-layer system
completely as the interface between the epidermis and the dermis is not smooth *105+.
7. Application of Wrinkled Polymers
7.1 Technological Applications
In addition to the obvious biomedical applications, there are numerous other potential uses for
the wrinkled polymers. These mostly involve electronic applications of all scales. In these
electronic applications, wrinkles are incorporated into a complex laminar structure of multiple
coatings and layers. The largest scale application involves the fabrication of higher efficiency solar
energy cells by increasing the photon capture surface area per unit area of the panel, which is
achieved through the wrinkling of a PEDOT:PSS/PTB7-F20:PC71BM/ZnO/ITO layered system *106+.
An example of an intermediate micro- and nano-scale application is the generation of wrinkles on
the silver film deposited over a micropillar array. It has been demonstrated that this system is able
to detect sound waves through the piezoresistive properties of the wrinkled silver coating, thereby
enabling this system to be applied as an ultrasensitive pressure sensor *107+. The example of the
smallest scale application is the fabrication of flexible magnetic spin valve sensors for nanoelectronics, which is achieved using a microscale layer stack that is sequentially sputtered on
wrinkled PDMS. This stack is sensitive to applied magnetic fields and is able to produce detectable
electrical current *108+. Although it appears that these applications are of purely industrial nature,
these innovations have a significant potential for integration into the field of medical device
designing. With advancements in medical technologies, the demand for smaller, smarter, and selfsufficient medical devices is on a rise. As a potential solution to the challenges arising as a
consequence of this demand, wrinkled polymers facilitate the production of microscale and
nanoscale sensing and electrical systems discussed above.
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7.2 Wrinkled Surface as a Tool to Study Cell Migration
In vivo, the cells receive multiple signals, including the chemical, mechanical, or biological ones,
from the extracellular matrix (ECM). The life processes of the cells, such as growth, migration,
differentiation, and death, are regulated by these signals in tandem with genetic control. The
components, molecular density, and architecture of the ECM have been demonstrated to together
influence cell behavior. Terms such as chemotaxis, haptotaxis, durotaxis, and galvanotaxis have
been created to describe such factor-associated (solubles, chemoattractants, rigidity, electrical
field, etc.) cell behaviors. Along with the study of the complex chemical signals surrounding the
cells, the topography is a growing research area that may play a role in regulating the cell
behaviors referred to as topotaxis *109+. Mechanotransduction is a process through which the cells
deform their membranes and induce cell polarity when encountering different topographies.
Mechanical signaling induced by topography may be transduced much faster compared to
chemicals *110+, while the integrin-binding on the cell membrane may couple to the cytoskeletal
network, which extends to the nuclear scaffold, causing certain genetic regulations and changes
*111+. However, the cells of varying types react differently to the same topography. For instance,
melanoma cells prefer to migrate to less dense areas, while the fibroblast cells move toward more
dense areas *112+. This observation may be applied as a physical method for cell sorting, having
potential in medical applications.
In order to understand the mechanisms underlying the cell–topography relationships, various
2D/3D substrate structures, such as strips, grooves, sinusoidal waves, and holes, have been
generated for simulating different in vivo situations. In comparison to the other sharper or
smoother structures, wrinkled (sinusoidal waves) structure is more likely to resemble a natural
structure, as such structural patterns already exist on the surfaces of several human organs.
Therefore, in vitro wrinkle generation is useful in the study of cell behaviors in response to various
topographies as well as in the in vitro culturing of organ surfaces for regenerative treatment.
Introducing the cells to different surfaces with different curvatures may alter the morphology of
these cells, which then may be used as a measurement for study.
Curved surfaces exist widely within the human bodies, such as in intestines, alveoli, ears, and
cornea. Even then, the influence of these curved surfaces, along with that of the other properties
of substrate such as chemistries, elasticity, and stiffness, on cell behavior has been underestimated
for long. It has been demonstrated that curvature affects focal adhesion, cytoskeleton, and nuclear
gene expression. The nucleus is believed to serve as the mechanical sensor for curvature *113+.
Research has demonstrated that substrate curvature may exert an influence on the cell attachment
rate, migration speed, cell morphology, and cell spread area *114+. A metric for these changes is
the Cell shape index (CSI) developed by He and Jiang, which characterizes cell spreading. These
measurements are useful in the characterization of the morphological changes in cells. CSI was
observed to change differently between concave and convex surfaces with decreasing curvatures
*115+.
Different sizes of curved surfaces, ranging from the min nanoscales to large visible-to-naked-eye
scales, may direct cell migration differently. At nano/microscales, which are smaller or equivalent
to the size of the cell itself, the cells prefer moving along the valleys rather than over the ridges
*116, 117+. This may be explained by the internal actin polymerization waves guiding the migration
in the direction of both pseudopod-dominated and lamellipodia-driven migrations *118+. When
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the scale increases, the effect of curvature, termed as curvotaxis, comes into play *119+. Concave
surfaces are thought to modulate the direction of cell migration through protrusion force better
than the convex surfaces. Increasing the concave curvature increases the protrusion force along
the long axis, promoting cell migration along the long axis. Without such force, cell polarization
may fail to generate directional migration, as is the case with convex surfaces *115+.
Certain other models have been developed to simulate cell migration on curved surfaces in
order to analyze the mechanical situations for substrate-guided cell migration *119-121+. All these
models are based on simplified experimentally-obtained results, are partly validated, and
therefore, require further experimental investigation to confirm their authenticity. It has been
observed that cell migration speed is greater on a concave surface compared to a convex
substrate, while the convex substrates appear to promote cell differentiation through nuclear
deformation. This may be explained by the process of cell migration, in which the cells on a
concave substrate prefer to stretch upward and reduce contact with the substrate, causing the
migration process to be faster *122+. This observation is consistent with the model discussed
earlier, demonstrating that cell migration is more persistent and the protrusion force in the
direction of migration is larger on the concave surfaces, while cell spreading is greater on convex
surfaces *115+. With the application of wrinkled polymer surface techniques, it becomes
convenient to fabricate curved surface substrates with a tunable curvature that matches the
cellular dimensions, for the study of cell migration.
7.3 Predictive Models and Diagnostic Tools
Using an amalgamation of modeling and practical approaches, it may be possible to apply the
principles utilized in the characterization of the wrinkles for pathological diagnostic purposes.
Computational methods may be used to simulate wrinkling, and to generate surface and bulk
strain plots which are comparable to human skin tissue structure, as in the in silico modeling of
skin microrelief and microwrinkles *123+. A pure modeling example of this is the use of finite
element modeling, which utilizes neo-Hookean laws to predict the effects of surface wetness and
stratus corneum age on skin wrinkling, in relation to aging. This particular study utilized a trilayer
replicative model of stratum corneum, epidermis, and the deep dermis, employing in silico
methods based on the data obtained from the literature *124+. Using similar methods, it was
determined that in addition to wetting and aging, the changes in the thickness and modulus of the
stratum corneum also influenced the mechanical properties of the skin, which was evident
through the changes in the periodicity of the simulated wrinkling *125+. In a practical context, an
association of loss of skin elasticity, measured through skin visco-elasticity testing and scoring of
facial wrinkling, has been observed with a decline in the pulmonary health derivative of smoking
*126+. Such an association provides the premise for the use of skin wrinkling and the
characterization of these wrinkles as a potential biomarker for poor health. In another study, which
analyzed the effect of hormone therapy on age-related skin changes in postmenopausal women,
wrinkling alongside sagging was used as a measure of skin quality. As a part of the assessment
regimen, the depth of skin wrinkling (determined through images) was utilized as a metric to
assess the degree of any changes that occurred in the skin structure, and its values were then
compared between the hormone-treated and the placebo-treated groups *127+. In consideration
of these applications of skin measurements, it is plausible to apply both the approaches so as to
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produce an in silico model for skin-related disease progression using wrinkle measurements as an
input metric for predictive functionality. Such models would have direct clinical as well as industrial
applications.
7.4 Applications in Cosmetic Industry
A direct industrial application of polymer wrinkling and wrinkling principles is the modeling of
skin for the cosmetics industry. Skin models produced for this purpose would be of value as they
would be able to predict the cosmetic product’s viability and safety in a human model without the
requirement for animal testing. Previous studies concerning the characterization of wrinkling in
human skin are available in the literature, for example, the use of finite element modeling of the
human forearm skin *128+ and the application of histological staining to visualize wrinkling and
characterize the cell types present in the skin tissue *129+. These characterizations enable creating
in vitro organotypic models of the skin surface using microfluidic systems and then compare them
with both in vivo and control sections for drug testing *130+. In the context of wrinkling, these
models did not generate the skin surface wrinkling which was representative of the normal tissue
in the controls and in vivo. Although it is possible to maintain the biomimetic topography in a static
fashion *131+, it does not provide the structural support necessary for the rigorous mechanical or
aggressive surface testing that is required for the models to be applicable in the cosmetics
industry. This is where the wrinkled polymers as culture substrates could play a crucial role, and
with the incorporation of the principles utilized in all the aforementioned studies, it would be
possible to develop a representative human skin model that is industry-relevant.
7.5 Antibacterial Applications of Wrinkled and Wrinkle-Like Topographies
Studies involving the application of wrinkle-like topography have been conducted to determine
the effect of different types of topographies on bacterial adhesion *132, 133+. These studies
included the uniaxial grooved channels, which (as first demonstrated in the previous study, and
confirmed in another) upon the seeding of three different bacterial cultures exhibited a
modulatory effect on the adhesion properties of these bacteria. It could be inferred from these
studies that the application of topographies, including the wrinkle-like channels, confer the ability
to the cells to select their initial seeding position, thereby affecting their adhesion properties and
consequently the formation of biofilms. Besides the context of uniaxial wrinkling, bacterial
adhesion has also been explored in the culturing of Staphylococcus epidermidis on biaxiallywrinkled polyurea/urethane surfaces, and it was highlighted that the wrinkled surfaces facilitated
better bacterial cell adhesion compared to the smooth elastomeric surfaces. However, it is possible
to modulate the amount of cell adhesion on the basis of the amount of mechanical surface
stretching and UV surface treatment *133+. An example of the use of bacterial studies on uniaxial
wrinkled topography is the characterization of the adhesion properties of P. aeruginosa on flat and
wrinkled PDMS surfaces generated through oxygen plasma treatment and mechanical stretching,
which revealed that the wrinkled surfaces facilitated better bacterial cell adhesion and spatial
arrangement compared to the smooth surfaces *134+. All these studies reached a common
conclusion that surface topography may be able to significantly affect bacterial adhesion. This has
serious implications as it conveys that it is possible to have dynamic and selective anti-bacterial
systems having valuable potential applications in both industrial and medical fields.
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7.6 Control of Cell’s Activities Using Wrinkles in Tissue Engineering
In a biological context, wrinkles have multiple facets. They may be considered for their
structural role, such as the tissue undulations which form the working architecture of that
particular tissue for its required function; this was appreciated in the analysis of collagen and
elastin fibers in arterial adventitia *135+ and in the quantitative analysis of the basement
membrane-supported epithelial cell sheet folding *136+. In addition to the physical/structural
properties of the wrinkled tissues, the enclosure, separation, and bounding of the tissue-specific
microenvironments formed through wrinkling may be evaluated using various methods including
histology *137+, RNA sequencing *138+, and biochemical analyses *139+. Each type of tissue analysis
has its own niche of applications, although all are applicable to the field of characterizing
undulating/wrinkled tissue and engineered constructs. Wrinkles may also be considered in the
regulatory context, particularly the manner in which wrinkling and the subsequent tissue
mechanics correlate to the function and behavior of that tissue in terms of cell signaling *140+,
mechanobiology *141+, cell fate determination *142+, and the regulation of cell movement *143+. In
the view of this appreciation of the wrinkling phenomenon in the biological context, it is highly
plausible to perceive value in the replication of the natural phenomenon. This is particularly true in
case of self-regulating cellular applications that are more accurately biologically representative in
comparison to the other existing methods for micro-patterning polymer surfaces such as the use of
micropatterned PLGA to study nuclear deformation in osteosarcoma cells *1+.
Cellular alignment over the topography of a surface, as stated earlier, is a common effect upon
the introduction of cells to a particular topography, whereby the cells, because of their flexible and
motile nature, conform, adapt, and settle over the shapes. This effect is no different in the
wrinkled substrates. In this context, grooved and trench topographies serve the same purpose and
demonstrate the same directional collimation in the alignment of cells. Examples of this include
the alignment of smooth muscle cells between the melt-spun PCL fibers *144+. This effect is also
observed in shape-memory PCL surfaces which exhibit dynamic cell orientation over the nanowrinkles created on these surfaces *145+.
When cells are grown on an undulating or wrinkled substrate, morphological differences are
observed manifesting in these cells when they are introduced to wrinkled topographies, as
depicted in Figure 4. These cells present a distinct change in their morphology, where the multidirectional spread-out morphology of the cells usually observed in the 2D culture evolves into a
wrinkle-collimated stretched pilus morphology. The cells expand within and along the constraints
of the valley-like shapes of the wrinkled topography, perpendicular to the wrinkle waveform
propagation. Such cellular deformation has been demonstrated for mouse and human fibroblasts
in the wrinkling of graphene-coated pre-stretched PDMS, where such morphological changes were
observed alongside high levels of cellular alignment within the wrinkles *146+. Another example is
the wrinkling of the PDMS substrate using UV and ozone treatment on the pre-stretched substrate,
which wrinkled upon relaxation. Subsequently, human mesenchymal stem cells were seeded over
the wrinkled substrate, and the certain challenges to morphology and alignment were observed
*44+. In addition to exerting an effect on the morphology of cells placed over a wrinkled substrate,
wrinkles have been demonstrated to affect the phenotypic expression of cells. This effect was
observed in macrophages which exhibited modulation in the expressions of aginase–1, IL–10, and
TNF-α as a result of cell shape deformation induced by the wrinkled substrate *147+.
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Figure 4 Mouse neonatal cardiomyoblasts aligned over oxygen plasma-treated
wrinkled PDMS. A) cells stained with Hematoxylin & Eosin showing both alignment and
pili morphology induction. B) Control cells on tissue culture plastic. C) Clean wrinkled
PDMS before being seeded with cells.
8. Concluding Remarks
Wrinkles are formed due to instabilities in the systems consisting of different materials, and the
final patterns developed in the system are the best choice for that particular system to have the
lowest possible potential energy *104+. Wrinkling is a universal phenomenon observed widely in
nature, from the aging human skin to the shrinking of fruits to huge deformations in the earth's
crust. The two-layered system just scratches the surface of the principles and mechanisms
underlying wrinkle formation, as the research on wrinkling is currently far from mature, even
though the topographical features created through wrinkling are in high demand in various fields.
Such demands are particularly profound in the biomedical sciences, where these features may be
utilized in biological regulation and therapeutic implementation strategies. The wrinkle fabrication
techniques are simple and cost-effective in comparison to other techniques such as lithography.
The wrinkling techniques discussed in the present report also have the added advantage of
achieving a higher structural complexity compared to the other currently available techniques.
Approaches concerning the prediction of complicated wrinkle patterns on various materials are yet
to be explored, especially in case of in vivo biomedical applications rather than the in vitro
experimentation and computational modeling. Models with greater precision which are able to
explain the compressive stress generated in the skin in relation to various situations and patterns
are required in order to be able to modulate the wrinkles effectively. The biomedical applications
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of wrinkling polymers exhibit exciting prospects for several fields, especially tissue engineering,
clinical (and industrial) dermatology, and medical device engineering. In addition, challenges in the
progression of this field are required to be addressed. The most important among these challenges
is the reproducibility of the modeled wrinkled topographies, their properties, and the effects that
they (intended and otherwise) impose upon the biological systems and the biomedical device
design and evolution, which are yet to be investigated. Nonetheless, efforts for direct biomedical
applications are being made. The dynamics involved in the mechanical strain-induced wrinkle
formation unlocks a diverse field of smart applications in biological systems that apply multiple
dynamic mechanisms for natural hemostasis. A recent report describing the development of antithrombotic materials is an excellent example of the novel use of wrinkling in an emerging
biomedical application *148+. The antibacterial application of wrinkled polymer surfaces is another
such example. As discussed previously, these techniques facilitate the advancement of the field in
novel directions. With advancements in the field of biomedical applications of the wrinkled
polymers, increasing contributions from a greater diversity of other fields, and the integration of
complex novel ideas and biologically representative systems, it would be possible to develop viable
biomedical therapeutic products and devices.
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